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Abstract
Q methodology was used to determine attitudes and opinions about e-books among a group of faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates at Miami University of Ohio. Oral interviews formed the basis for a collection of opinion statements concerning e-books versus print. These statements were then ranked by a second group of research participants. Factor analysis of these rankings found four distinct factors that reveal clusters of opinions on e-books: Book Lovers, Technophiles, Pragmatists, and Printers. Two of the four factors take a more ideological approach in their understanding of e-books: Book Lovers have an emotional attachment to the printed book as an object, while Technophiles feel just as strongly about technology. In contrast, the other two factors are more utilitarian: Printers might find e-books more palatable if usability were improved, while Pragmatists are comfortable with both print and e-book formats.
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Consensus of opinion definition is - a general opinion shared by all the people in a group. How to use consensus of opinion in a sentence.

Dictionary Entries near consensus of opinion. consension. consensual. consensus. consensus of opinion. consent. consentaneous. consensus — I noun acclamation, accord, acknowledgment, affirmance, affirmation, agreement, assonance, attonement, bipartisanship, common consent, compact, compatibility, concert, concentus, concert, concinnity, concord, concordance, concurrence, conformance ... Law dictionary. consensus — noun

ADJECTIVE
▪ broad, clear, common, general, prevailing, rough, widespread

▪ That seems to be the prevailing consensus.

▪ ...

Collocations dictionary. consensus — /keuhn sen seuhs/, n., pl. consensuses. 1. majority of opinion: The consensus of the group was that they should meet twice a month. 2. general agreement: A consensus is general agreement among a group of people. | Significado, pronúncia, traduções e exemplos.

► USAGE Since consensus refers to a collective opinion, the words of opinion in the phrase consensus of opinion are redundant and should therefore be avoided. Collins English Dictionary. Copyright © HarperCollins Publishers. But then the book of Hebrews weaves a legal case that argues that Jesus is a priest in the line of Melchizedek, which ought to take priority over the existing priesthood in the line of Aaron. Here it quotes an Old Testament declaration of God to justify a new covenant. The days are coming, declares the Lord, when I will make a new covenant with the people of Israel and with the people of Judah. (see Hebrews 8:6–13). Jesus is a dramatic change to Judaism, and there must be some logic to justify Christians changing their worship day, dropping the sacrifices, worshiping a new guy in addition to Y